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CINEMATOGRAPHY—CAMPAIGN
We Are Nashville: A Family Portrait film series.
We worked with a cinematographer and score composer to bring big movie-making techniques to
document intimate lives. The result is a series of beautiful introductions to the key characters in the We Are Nashville
story. The film series was distributed through our website so viewers could easily choose to go deeper into the stories with
additional content. We also projected the films with sound in guerrilla-style projections around Nashville.

THE BACK STORY: We Are Nashville is a privately-funded, multi-year exploration of the New Nashville designed to
foster understanding of who we are, inspire conversations that help us get to know and serve one other, and take simple
but meaningful actions that preserve the special character of our city. A small anonymous
group of Nashvillians, along with an award-winning photojournalist, spent the last three
years working to discover the soul of Nashville today, and to record it. Authentically.
Objectively. Not as a promotion or a commercial venture, but as a family portrait. The story
rolled out in 2020.
We Are Nashville is an experience. We Are Nashville combines physical
installations, live projections and public story interactions with digital broadcasts,
social media story-telling, and a unique omnidirectional website in order to bring a
person into an experience of a city and the people. www.wearenashville.com

CLICK TO WATCH

The Prologue
A story three years in the making. With so much
hidden right in front of us, what would happen if
we could see each other and hear each other
speak?

CLICK TO WATCH

The River
Captain Vic is a warrior and a guardian. The
Cumberland River is the homeland he guards.

CLICK TO WATCH

The Bishop
The man of the cloth was once a man of the
streets. And the streets still remember his name.

CLICK TO WATCH

Soccer Mom
Ariana Rose is on the eve of destruction. But with
her sisters and her father things might just turn
around.

